DS380

Premium 8-bay small form factor NAS chassis
s

Support 12 total drives with 8 hot-swappable 3.5” or 2.5” SAS/SATA and 4 fixed 2.5” drives
Unbelievable storage space and versatility for small form factor
Premium brushed aluminum front door
Support graphics card up to 11” with supporter design from TJ08-E
Lockable power button design and adjustable LED from GD07
Includes three 120mm fans with filtered intake vents
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Premium brushed aluminum front door
Four 2.5” drive bays
Lockable power button design
and adjustable LED from GD07

Rear 120mm fan mount
with liquid cooling support

8 hot-swappable drive bays

Dual expansion slots

Specifications
Model No.

SST-DS380B

Front I/O Port

USB 3.0 x 2 / audio x 1 / MIC x 1

Material

Aluminum front door, SECC body

Power Supply

SFX PSU (sold separately)

Motherboard

Mini-DTX, Mini-ITX

Expansion Card

*Compatible with 11” long and 4.38” wide

Drive Bay

External

3.5” SAS/ SATA hot-swap x 8 (2.5” compatible)

Limitation of CPU cooler 57mm

Internal

2.5” x 4

Dimension

211mm (W) x 285mm (H) x 360mm (D), 21.6 liters

Rear

1 x 120mm 1200rpm 22dBA

Extra

Kensington lock

Left

2 x 120mm 1200rpm 22dBA

Cooling System

Expansion Slot

2

Introduction
For users migrating to small form factor (SFF) computers with large libraries of media files, storage capacity
is often a compromise that is difficult to overcome.

Choosing a smaller case may require additional purchase of

external storage enclosure, while choosing a larger case with extra drive bays may defeat the purpose of going
SFF in the first place.
To fulfill the needs of enthusiasts looking for a no compromise SFF media box, SilverStone designed a cutting
edge product, the DS380. With the ability to accommodate standard components such as Mini-ITX motherboards,
standard-length dual slot expansion card, and entry-level liquid CPU cooling system, the DS380 can easily handle
high end system based on CPU with 95W TDP or above. Equipped with two 120mm intake fans and one 120mm
exhaust fan plus externally removable filters on its top and side, keeping everything cool and dust-free is as easy
as in any SilverStone premium chassis. Notable features from SilverStone’s famed HTPC cases were also included
such as LED indicator with adjustable brightness and lockable front door and power button.
Completing what is an impressive SFF case is DS380’s signature feature, a modular eight hot-swappable drive
cage design that support both 3.5” and 2.5” drives. It utilizes a custom back panel PCB designed to support both
SATA and SAS interface for increased compatibly with nearly all modern hard drives or SSDs. At only 21 liters overall,
the impressively small DS380 is perfect for anyone looking to build a powerful SFF NAS for home or office.

Recommendations
Class-leading single +12V rail with 37A

Maintenance free,
e, no refill required

Metal-less locking design reduces wear on SATA connector

ST45SF-G

TD03

CP07

Continuous support for four or two
sets of SATA drives and devices

Sugo Pack is the perfect bag to protect
and carry Sugo series and other type of SFF enclosures

CP06-E

Sugo Pack
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